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Business Services

REPORT TO BANFF AND BUCHAN AREA COMMITTEE – 26 NOVEMBER 2019
REPORT ON HEALTH AND SAFETY AT MACDUFF WASTE TRANSFER STATION
1

Reason for Report / Summary

1.1

A report on new Recycling Centre Policy and Procedures was considered by
Banff and Buchan Area Committee on 18th June 2019. This report provides the
additional information requested at that time by Banff and Buchan Area
Committee on the health and safety of Macduff transfer station in relation to the
relocation of trade waste from the household recycling centres to the transfer
station.

2

Recommendation
Area Committee is recommended to:
2.1

Note the Health and Safety arrangements at Macduff Waste
Transfer Station Report.

3

Purpose and Decision Making Route

3.1

Infrastructure Services Committee (ISC) on the 22 August 2019 agreed to the
provision of an additional business waste service at three waste transfer
stations (WTS) in Macduff, Ellon and Banchory, which have the space to accept
business waste. The service will be available on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays 7.30am to 10.30am. The arrangements at waste transfer stations
will be reviewed after the scheme has settled in and adjustments to the service
provision could be made in future. The Service will also continue to work
closely with any business requiring trade waste services. Information regarding
the provision of business waste provided to ISC in August is in Appendix 1.
This report provides the additional health & safety information, requested by
Banff and Buchan area committee for Macduff waste transfer station, which
have had an impact on how the business waste drop off service is provided and
provides details of accident levels and measures put in place to mitigate against
accidents.

4

Discussion

4.1

Incidents at Macduff

4.11

Waste Services moved to Macduff on 5 November 2018 and in the following 12
months, 1 accident has been reported at Macduff compared to 31 for the whole
of waste services across Aberdeenshire, see Table 1 below. This was an
incident relating to loading a bin, so not directly involving the WTS. Ellon WTS
and Banchory WTS have also had 1 incident each in the same time period.
Incidents at Macduff are therefore comparable to other WTS identified to accept
business waste. Appendix 2.
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Table 1.

Waste Services – Accident Statistics for 5/11/18 to 7/11/19

Major injury or +7 day absence
Reportable disease
Dangerous Occ
Minor Injury
Incident Report
Near Miss
Total

Total for Waste
3
0
0
19
3
6
31

Total for Macduff
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

4.12

The Waste Service is aware that near misses are underreported in relation to
the number of accidents and have introduced near miss cards and are raising
awareness through a toolbox talk to encourage reporting by staff.

4.13

The Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday as days for businesses to drop off
their waste at the WTS were selected due to staff availability. WTS staff work
either Monday to Thursday or Tuesday to Friday. Mondays and Fridays are
busy with waste coming in from the household recycling centres to clear the
centres ready for the weekend or collecting waste deposited at the household
recycling centres after the weekend.

4.14

The times, 7.30am to 10.30am, were chosen as this is the least busy part of
the day at the WTS. Domestic collections start arriving from around 10am, after
their first collection route. This will allow businesses to be dealt with quickly and
reduce the interaction of traffic onsite. There is only 1 staff member at each
WTS so 12 to 1pm was also avoided to allow for lunch. Unfortunately, deposit
times have not been recorded in Macduff, this has been rectified for future data
collection, but data is available for Ellon and Banchory showing similar patterns.
See below and Appendix 1.
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Banchory % of all tips by hour in April 2019
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4.2

Accident mitigating measures

4.2.1 Macduff WTS has designated walkways to segregate vehicles and pedestrians.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) requirement and speed limit signs are in
place, along with CCTV.
4.2.2 Macduff WTS site rules, risk assessments and safe systems of work are in
place and are provided at staff induction and refreshed regularly with toolbox
talks. Vehicles are instructed to wait on the weighbridge until the staff member
working in the shed directs them into the shed, one at a time, to avoid vehicle
collision. Vehicles enter the shed by one door and leave by another to reduce
reversing and reversing assistants are used where necessary.
4.2.3 Accident forms are available onsite and recorded onto the corporate database
to provide statistics. These statistics have shown under reporting of near
misses compared to the number of accidents and a new near miss card has
been introduced, and staff informed.
4.2.4 Monthly H&S check sheets are completed. This is done jointly with other
services using the depot, with records kept onsite and any actions recorded on
a central database to monitor progress on any corrective measures. See
Appendix 3. An annual management H&S audit is to be introduced next year.
4.2.5 Macduff site rules, specifically relating to business visitors, are provided to
businesses on their first visit and the delivery of this recorded onsite. This
instructs businesses on the PPE required and the requirement to wait until
directed into the shed by a staff member to deposit waste or recycling. See
Appendix 4.
4.2.6 The days and times for business waste deposit have been selected to reduce
the risk of collision of vehicles by selecting the quietest time. These times also
allow for the staff to have more time to help businesses, reducing the time spent
onsite by businesses, hence reducing the risk of vehicle pedestrian interaction.
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5

Council Priorities, Implications and Risk

5.1

The report helps deliver Council Priority 10 – Having the right people, in the
right place, doing the right thing, at the right time.

5.2

This report helps provide additional information required by Banff and Buchan
Area Committee in June 2019 relating to the Waste Strategy agreed by ISC in
January 2019 and Recycling Centre Policy and Procedures approved by ISC
in August 2019.

5.3

The table below shows whether risks and implications apply if the
recommendation(s) is(are) agreed.
Subject
Financial
Staffing
Equalities
Fairer Scotland
Duty
Town Centre First
Sustainability
Children and
Young People’s
Rights and
Wellbeing

Yes

No

N/A
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

5.4

An equality impact assessment is not required because it has been carried
out as part of the development of the proposal set out in Recycling Centre
Policy and Procedures 18 June 2019.

6

Scheme of Governance

6.1

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have
been consulted in the preparation of this report, and their comments are
incorporated within that report and are satisfied that the report complies with
the Scheme of Governance and relevant legislation.

6.2

The Committee is able to consider this item in terms of Section B1.2 of the List
of Committee Powers in Part 2A of the Scheme of Governance as it relates to
a matter which impacts on the Banff and Buchan Area.

Stephen Archer
Director of Infrastructure Services
Report prepared by Caroline Roff, Waste Support Leader North (Processing and Disposal)
12 November 2019
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List of Appendices –
Appendix 1
Appendix 2
Appendix 3
Appendix 4
Businesses

2019-Nov-26 BBAC Health and Safety at Macduff – WTS Business Service
Justification
2019-Nov-26 BBAC Health and Safety at Macduff – Incident Statistics
2019-Nov-26 BBAC Health and Safety at Macduff – Monthly H&S checklist
2019-Nov-26 BBAC Health and Safety at Macduff – Site Rules for
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Appendix 1- Additional information about
service provision to businesses at waste
transfer stations
1. Waste strategy objectives
One of the objectives of the Waste Strategy 2019-2023 approved by Infrastructure Services
Committee in January 2019 was to provide the same level of services across Aberdeenshire.
It has only been businesses in the northeast of Aberdeenshire that have previously been provided
with a service to drop off their waste and recycling, elsewhere in Aberdeenshire businesses have had
to find other ways to dispose of their waste.
It is now looked to expand this service to businesses across Aberdeenshire to provide a fair service
across the area. The service expansion should be done by adopting arrangements that can be
accommodated at all sites.
The Council also provides a trade waste collection service from business premises for non-recyclable
waste, glass and mixed recycling (as per household collection – paper & card, metal tins, cans,
aerosols and foil, and plastic bottles, pots, tubs and trays). This service is available in all parts of
Aberdeenshire.

2. Use of existing resources available at transfer stations and
recycling centres
The experience from the new facility at Macduff is that the service at waste transfer stations is
currently not widely used. Before this facility opened, the drop off service was available at
Inverboyndie WTS. Some traders who historically use that site have now signed up for a trade
waste collection from their premises. Anecdotal evidence suggests that those traders who come to
Macduff either have no room at their premises for the number of bins required or have material
such as wood that cannot be included in a trade collection.
At the present time, the number of businesses using the service at Macduff transfer stations is low
and currently varies from 1 to 5 visits per day.
It is not known how much impact the permit system at recycling centres, aimed at stopping the
unlawful use of recycling centres at businesses, will have on the number of businesses using the
proposed services at waste transfer stations.
Given that the take-up levels will only be known when the service is up and running, the service
provision is planned to be covered by existing resources. Given that the aim is to provide a same
level of service across Aberdeenshire, the existing level of resources across the proposed waste
transfer stations and recycling centres must be taken into account. This could be expanded in
future, if the planned level of service provision was not sufficient to meet the demand.
Section 3 explains the current arrangements and how they affect the proposed arrangements for
services at transfer stations.
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3. Operational aspects
3.1. Personnel levels at waste transfer stations and recycling centres
The waste transfer sheds in Macduff and Ellon are operated by one shed driver who is responsible
for pushing up waste and recycling and loading lorries. The operative at Macduff waste transfer
station also operates the weighbridge for business customers. The work pattern in Ellon is Monday
– Thursday and there are no transfer station operations on Fridays. In Banchory there are two shed
operatives.
At this stage there are no plans to increase the number of shed operatives, as it is not known yet
what the uptake of the service is and whether additional staff is required. Therefore the proposed
service will be provided during times were core operational demands are lower, to ensure
operatives have the time to be at the weighbridge to check paperwork and take payments.
In case of busy periods and sick-days, assistant facilities officers, and at some sites one of the three
recycling centre site attendants, could cover the weighbridge duties.
Non-recyclable waste will be tipped at the transfer stations to avoid double handling. However,
recycling would be taken to the neighbouring recycling centres, as there is not enough space at all of
the transfer stations to put in skips for all the materials accepted. To open a recycling centre at
7.30am instead of the usual 9am, one of the three site attendants needs to start and leave earlier to
cover this aspect of the service. In practise this means that there is less staff to deal with
householders at recycling centres in the afternoon.

3.2. Operations on Mondays and Fridays
The working pattern of frontline staff within the waste service is 4 days a week and hence at the
waste transfer stations is either Monday-Thursday or Tuesday-Friday. This means that there are less
personnel available on Mondays and Fridays.
In Ellon the working pattern is Monday-Thursday, so with existing resources no service could be
provided on Fridays.
Mondays are also used for clearing recycling centres after the weekend and Fridays for clearing the
recycling centres ready for the following weekend. Given that the number of staff available on those
days is already lower than from Tuesday to Thursday, providing additional services for traders on
those days could not be covered from existing resources.

3.3. Timing of tips by collection vehicles
Collection vehicles tip the recycling and non-recyclable waste they collect from properties at waste
transfer stations. Depending on the route and the number and type of properties on it, collection
vehicles typically tip once or twice a day, some even three times. The first wave of vehicles come
back typically between 10am and 12pm and the second wave of vehicles between 2pm and 5pm.
This pattern is likely to change in future as the kerbside collection service moves to a 3-weekly cycle,
as explained in Section 4 below, with more vehicles requiring to tip twice, making the mornings
busier.
As explained in Section 2 above, one member of staff works in the transfer shed and pushes the
waste or recycling tipped by collection lorries into a larger pile or into boxes to wait for onward
haulage. It is not feasible for this person to also operate a weighbridge, direct business customers
and take payments at time when collection lorries are tipping. Also, whilst traffic management
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measures are in place at transfer stations, it would be unwise to allow business customers access at
the same time as collection lorries if this is avoidable.
Data for tipping times is currently not readily available, however, the graphs below show typical
patterns of tipping based on data from Ellon and Banchory transfer stations in April 2019.
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3.4. Loading of vehicles for onward haulage of waste and recycling
In addition to collection vehicles tipping at transfer stations, materials (e.g. non-recyclable waste,
mixed recycling, glass and street sweepings) are also loaded for onward haulage for disposal or
recycling. Ensuring there is space available in the transfer sheds is a priority and loading an artic
lorry used for onward haulage of non-recyclable waste or mixed recycling takes around an hour per
load. The number of lorries loaded daily can vary from around 2 to 6 and typically takes place in the
morning and early afternoon.
This is the primary function of waste transfer stations and the operatives who work there.
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3.5. Impact on recycling centres
The availability of waste transfer stations is not the only consideration to be taken into account
when providing this service to business customers. The peak times at recycling centres also have to
be taken into account to ensure site attendants can cope with the number of customers. As shown
in the graphs below, the busiest hour at the three recycling centres is 11am-12pm in the morning
and around 2-3pm in the afternoon. Any additional service provision to businesses should not
diminish the statutory service provided to householders at recycling centres.
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Macduff - % of HRC visits by week day and hour
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3.6. Difference between Inverboyndie and Macduff transfer stations
Business waste has only been accepted at waste transfer stations in the north in the past, elsewhere
it is a new service.
Inverboyndie transfer station was only used by the waste service and also accepted business waste
during opening hours. This was possible because Inverboyndie had a barrier operation system which
buzzed the shed driver who allowed access for one vehicle at a time and businesses and collection
lorries had to wait their turn. This system was in place for safety reasons to ensure the shed driver
knew who was onsite at any one time and to allow him time to clear the floor before the next tip as
there was not space for multiple tips. Road sweepings also had a separate entrance at Inverboyndie.
The transfer station moved to the multi-service depot at Macduff in 2018. The new transfer station
area at the Macduff depot is shared with roads, landscape and housing, who have salt storage, gully
emptying, green waste, household waste/recycling there. These other services previously had their
own yard so they did not need to go to Inverboyndie.
Due to the significant increase in traffic and reduced control of vehicle movements at Macduff, the
opening hours for businesses were changed from all day to 8am-12pm to ensure businesses used
the site when it was a bit quieter.
There is currently no barrier system at Macduff depot and such as a barrier system would not on its
own prevent businesses from not entering the depot as the weighbridge is not raised as it was at
Inverboyndie – it would be possible to drive around it. Additional fencing or other traffic
management measures could be put in place at additional costs to improve traffic management but
this should take into account the needs of all depot users to ensure the other Council services
located at the depot have unrestricted access.
Some traders who used the services at Inverboyndie have now signed up for a trade waste collection
from their premises. Those that still come to Macduff either have no room at their premises for the
number of bins required or have material such as wood that cannot be included in a trade collection.
The number of businesses using the service at Macduff transfer stations is low and currently varies
from 1 to 5 visits per day.
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4. Impact of future kerbside service changes on waste transfer
stations
Infrastructure Services Committee approved in May 2019 the plans to move to a 3-weekly kerbside
collection using the existing bins, i.e. with non-recyclable waste collected once every 3 weeks and
recyclable waste twice in every 3 weeks.
As part of the service change, re-routing of collections routes will also take place to make the
collection routes more efficient. This will involve moving away from the current ‘mirrored routes’,
where the route on the non-recyclable waste and recycling week are exactly the same. This is an
inefficient operation as collection lorries fill up quicker and require more tips on non-recyclable
waste weeks, whilst they return to depot much earlier on recycling weeks.
The new routing system would involve separate non-recyclable and recycling routes which would
allow collection routes to be made more efficient. This is called ‘same day collection’ which means
that waste and recycling from a household is always collected on the same day of the week,
however, the household could be on 3 different collection routes to ensure the waste and recycling
are collection in the most efficient way. In practice there will be less households on a non-recyclable
route and more households on a recycling route.
For avoidance of doubt, it should be pointed out that to balance out waste flows through waste
transfer stations, every week is a both non-recyclable waste and a recycling week – it is not possible
for any of our waste transfer stations to process 3 weeks’ worth of waste in any one week.
The new service is being piloted in Mintlaw at the moment, with pilots due to be started in Braemar
and Cruden Bay in September. Early results from Mintlaw indicate that on the non-recyclable waste
week the lorries need to tip 3 times. This mean that although waste transfer stations are currently
not very busy with collection vehicles in the mornings, they are anticipated to be in future when
more lorries require to tip twice every day.
In short, it is expected that the 3-weekly kerbside collection service will make waste transfer stations
much busier in the mornings. It would be unwise to devise a service for businesses at waste transfer
stations without consideration to the impact of other approved service changes due to take place in
the near future.
Once the results from all the pilots are available and initial rerouting has been done, the opening
hours at waste transfer stations could be reviewed to see whether any additional opening hours
could be provided.

5. Availability of services from private waste management companies
The Council provides a trade waste collection service from business premises across Aberdeenshire.
The materials included are non-recyclable waste, glass and mixed recycling (as per household
collection – paper & card, metal tins, cans, aerosols and foil, and plastic bottles, pots, tubs and
trays).
In addition, whilst service provision is more limited than in Aberdeen City, there are private
companies providing waste management services across Aberdeenshire. Responses have not been
received from all private waste management companies operating in the area, however, there are
alternatives services provided as listed below:
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Name of
Company

Based at

Materials Accepted

A & M Smith

Portlethen &
Peterhead

Bridgend Quarry

King Edward (Banff
& Buchan)

Soil, rubble, garden
waste, plasterboard,
non-recyclable waste
Soil, rubble, bitumen

D Smith Quarries

Longside,
Rothiernorman,
Turriff

Inert

Gray's
Composting
Gray's Recycling

Portsoy

John Williamson
Partners
Keenan Recycling

Peterhead

Garden waste, food
waste
Non-recyclable
waste, cardboard,
inert, glass,
plasterboard, scrap
metal, soil
Scrap metal

Northburn
Industrial
Services
N Morrow Skip
Hire

Depot in Aberdeen

New Deer

All types of waste

Panda Rosa

Aberdeen

Scrap metal

Fochabers (Moray)

New Deer

Garden waste, food
waste
Waste oil & garage
waste

Collection /
Delivery
Method
Skip hire only

Area Covered

Lorry hire or
delivery by
customer
Delivery by
customer by
arrangement
only
Delivery by
customer
Skip hire only

Aberdeenshire

Skip hire and
delivery
Collection and
delivery
Collection

Aberdeenshire

Skip hire and
delivery by
customer
Skip hire and
delivery

Aberdeenshire

Aberdeenshire

Aberdeenshire

Aberdeenshire
Huntly (Marr)

Aberdeenshire
Aberdeenshire

Aberdeenshire

total

33

54

4

21

total

0

1

0

0

0

19

3

6

Waste Services

Waste Services

2

3

Dangerous
Dangerous Occurance
Occurrence

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services

Dept

Minor Injury

1

232

66

Date

19.11.2018
21.01.2019
28.01.2019
04.02.2019
05.02.2019
05.02.2019
06.02.2019
07.02.2019
13.02.2019
21.02.2019
22.02.2019
22.02.2019

Banchory WTS

Injured
person

Street Cleansing
Refuse Loader
HWRC Attendant
Waste Operative
Waste Operative
Waste Operative
Litter Picker
Waste Operative
Waste LGV Driver
Shovel Driver
Collection Cleansing Driver
Collection Cleansing Loader

job title

Waste LGV Driver

17.01.2019

06.03.2019

Job
Title

Skilled Waste Operative
Refuse Loader

Injured
person

0

03.01.2019

Date of
incident

F2508A ( Reportable disease)

Waste Services

1

Dept

1

0

0

31

0

3

Total for Waste Total for Macduff

F2508 (Major injury or +7 day absence)

F2508
F2508A
Dangerous Occ
Minor Injury
Incident Report
Near Miss

1

217

35

117

53

84

115

0

1

0

1

0

16

Total for 2017

12

Total for 2018

5

Total for 2019

Waste Services - Accidents and Incidents for 5-11-18 to 7-11-19

F2508
F2508A
Dangerous Occ
Minor Injury
Incident Report
Near Miss

Infrastructure Services - Accidents and Incidents for 2019

10

No. of days lost

Strain/Sprain to Back
Sprain to Upper Limb
Puncture wound to finger
Bruising to Head
Bruising to Head
Bruising to Face
Bruising to Face
Laceration to Leg
Strain/Sprain to Back
Laceration to Face
Strain/Sprain to Back
Strain/Sprain to Ankle

Nature of
injury
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
1
Nil
Nil

No. of
Days

Nil
Loss of Consciousness and concussion
Strain/Sprain to Back
20
30

Bruising to Ribs

Injury

183

23

24

106

1

0

29

Total for 2016

APPENDIX 2 - 2019-Nov-26 BBAC Health and Safety at Macduff WTS

Common Cause of injury

Comments

Removing a deer carcase to side of road staining back
Stepped off kerb and fell to ground striking elbow/arm
Pushing clothing into shoot of fabrics bin and received puncture injure from hypodermic needle
Whilst walking down yard to check lorry, slipped on ice in yard and fell
Emptying recycling bin and slipped on ice on concrete surface landing on back and striking head
Emptying bins and slipped on ice and struck bridge of nose on food bin
Opening rear door of new vehicle top catch not closed properly handle sprung out striking mouth
Emptying bins when dog started barking and then bit him on leg
Slipped on middle step whilst coming out of vehicle striking back on steps
Assisting crew shut back door of cage vehicle and lever handle sprung back striking face
Moving 660 bin and bin got stuck in drain cover toppling sprained back trying to stop it falling
Stepped in hole with left leg twisting ankle

Comments

Putting bin onto vehicle to be emptied and felt painful shoot of pain

Slipped on ice whilst moving between bins and knocked himself out

After washing the food pod, stepped out of shed where surface was sheet of ice slipped

Disease

Others

Hit by flying, stationary or moving object

Burn, cut or laceration

Sprain/ strain/ lifting carrying

Slip/trip/falls

Common Cause of injury

Disease

Others

Hit by flying, stationary or moving object

Burn, cut or laceration

Sprain/ strain/ lifting carrying

Slip/trip/falls

0

0

5

5

1

11

0

0

29

7

5

18
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Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services

1
2
3
4
5
6

Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services

Dept

Waste Services
Waste Services
Waste Services

Near Miss

1
2
3

Dept

Incident Reports

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

08.10.2018
22.10.2018
03.11.2018
06.03.2019
11.03.2019
13.03.2019

Date

29.10.2018
12.11.2018
07.01.2019

Date

04.03.2019
06.03.2019
12.03.2019
13.03.2019
14.03.2019
19.03.2019
10.04.2019

Ellon WTS

Member of staff

Member of staff

Macduff

Waste LGV Driver
Loader
Loader
Skilled Waste Operative
Skilled Waste Operative
Skilled Waste Operative

job title

Skilled Waste Operative
Skilled Waste Operative
Loader

job title

Waste Operative
Skilled Waste Operative
Waste LGV Driver
Skilled Waste Operative
HWRC Attendant
Skilled Waste Operative
Agency Worker

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
1

Altercation between two workers escalated into assault
Emptying bin when owner returned driving at speed into drive narrowly missing operative

Comments

Lifting litter at layby stood on edge of kerb and twisted ankle
Loading bins when liquid came out of lorry spraying face and eyes
Moving bin away from bin lift caught finger between bin and safety guard
Struck by passing vehicle wing mirror striking back
Walking past vehicle and door opened knocking IP backwards striking head on sign
Tripped over bush whilst returning to vehicle after emptying bin
Struck by bin being lifted on lifting mechanism at rear of waste vehicle

On country road collecting bins van stopped behind and car collided with van
Reversing JCB forklift caught wheel on weighbridge barrier causing damage to barrier
Litter Patrol drivers door caught in high winds causing damage to wing mirror
Whilst loading bins some liquid came out of vehicle spraying over face and eyes
Decanting caustic soda from IBC tank, hose burst spraying caustic soda on floor
Tripped over rabbit hole on verge at side of road when emptying a bin

Nature of
incident

Physical Assault by Colleague
Verbal abuse

Nature of
incident

Sprain/Strain to Foot
Eye Injury
Laceration to hand
Bruising to back
Head Injuries
Strain /Sprain to Lower Limb
Laceration to Head
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Appendix 3

WASTE SITE SAFETY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
MONTHLY
Depot Location

Responsible Supervisor

Date of inspection

Additional person
YARD & INTERNAL SPACES INCLUDING SHEDS
Yes No
n/a Comments:

Vehicle & pedestrian routes used
Material stored approriately
Chemicals stored appropriately
Fuel/ Gas stored approriately

Signage in place
Action Taken:

Vehicles using reversing assistants
Adequate lighting
Adequate salt storage
Appropriate plant storage & parking
Good cleaning standards
Fire Exits Free of obstruction
First Aid Information & kits maintained
Maintained Walls, Ramps & Fences

WELFARE FACILITIES & OFFICE SPACE
Yes No
n/a Comments:
Adequate lighting
Adequate heating
Adequate ventilation
Adequate toilet & wash facilities
Action Taken:

Adequate canteen facilities
Adequate & secure lockers
Furniture in good order
Good cleaning standards
First Aid Info & Kit in good order
Fire signs & exits unobstructed
HSE poster and info displayed
Yes

DEPOT ACCESS & PUBLIC SAFETY
No
n/a Comments:

Appropriate & safe access
Fences & gates restrict access
Action Taken:

Gates in good order & lockable
PPE info sign at access point
Site map & checking info signs

January & July
Additional 6 Monthly Checks Yes

No

BUILDINGS
n/a Comments:

Walls / Cladding in good order
Doors in good operational condition
Roof in good order without leaks
Guttering system in working order
Electrical systems are safe

Action Taken:

Good cleaning standards
Fire Equipment well maintained
Emergency exits in good order
ACTIONS
Issues to be actioned by:

Waste Management Supervisor/ Waste Management Facilities Officer

Scanned copy to be sent to:

Waste Management Officer (Health & safety) & copy to support leader

Signed:
Dated:
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Appendix 4

Trade Waste Customers at Macduff
Waste Transfer Station
Macduff WTS contact: 01467 538774
Macduff WTS, Gate 2,Tarlair Way, Macduff, AB44 1RU

The site rules are to ensure the safety of all visitors and
staff at the waste site, please obey signage and instructions
given by site staff.
Registration and waste carrier
licence
Trade users must be registered to use the
site and produce the correct paperwork
(waste carrier’s licence).

Fire muster point
Located outside the entrance gate (see
attached map). In the event of a fire raise
the alarm and make your way to the muster
point and await further instruction. Do not
go back for personal items.

PPE must be worn
You must supply your own Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE):
1.
2.
3.
4.

High-vis Jacket/Waist coat
Hard hat (Waste Transfer Shed)
Safety Footwear
Gloves

On arrival at site
•
•
•
•

Report to weighbridge.
Your load will be weighed and may
be inspected.
Payment will be taken using a chip
and pin card (No cash taken).
Follow the instructions given by site
staff.

Tipping your load
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You may be directed to tip the load
at the WASTE TRANSFER SHED or
the HWRC.
Use walkways provided.
Obey site speed limit of 10 MPH.
Children must stay in the vehicle.
Pedestrians have the right of way.
Do not enter any building if
machinery is in operation.
Reverse assistant should be used if
available.
Different materials must be weighed
separately.

Follow the site rules at all times
Failure to do so may lead to refusal from
using the site.
Violence and abuse towards staff or other
site users will not be tolerated and may lead
to a ban from the site and could lead to
police involvement.

If you are unsure of
anything, please ask a
staff member.
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